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Lamentations

Arise! Call out (roni) at night! … Pour out your heart like water before God! Raise your hands to

Him for the soul of your youth, who are enwrapped in hunger on every corner. (Lamentations

2:19)

The anguished call of the prophet Jeremiah (author of Lamentations, as per Bava Batra 15a) echoes

off the cobblestones of Jerusalem. “God has left us, His Temple is destroyed! Zion lays in ruins, her

youth starving in the streets! How can you sleep? How can you stay still? Pour out your heart like

water, raise your hands in prayer!”

Yet, Jeremiah’s choice of verb for the verse in Lamentations is surprising. Rather than telling the

people to call out (za’aki or tza’aki), cry (bekhi), or even awaken (oori), Jeremiah says roni. This

word comes from the noun rinah, song, as in the verse, “Then our mouths shall be filled with
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laughter, and our tongues, with song (rinah)” (Psalms 126:2). Why? Rinah connotes positivity and

joy, surely not appropriate for the dead of night amongst the ruins of Jerusalem!

The classical commentators were cognizant of this problem and suggest that the translation of rinah

as song is incorrect, or at least incomplete. Ibn Ezra claims that the root rinah simply means to raise

one’s voice, be it in song or in elegy. The Midrash (Sifrei Devarim 26) lists rinah as one of the

formulations used for prayer, which may reflect thanksgiving or supplication. Both explanations fit our

expectation of the verse.

Jeremiah calls upon a people struck by catastrophe to reject acceptance and complacency. There are

widows crying in the streets, there are orphaned children wailing in the darkness. Empathize with

them, feel their pain. God is no longer close by to comfort them. Arise! Raise your voices in prayer to

God!

Nighttime Torah Study

R’ Yohanan said: the song (rinah) of Torah is only at night, as it says, “Arise! Call out (rinah) at

night!” (Leviticus Rabbah 19)

The Sages speak in superlatives of one who spends the night time hours engaged in Torah study.

Such people are as the priests who served in the Temple (Menahot 110a), they are blessed with favor

and grace (Avodah Zarah 3b), only they can acquire the crown of Torah (Mishneh Torah, Hilkhot

Talmud Torah 3:13). Why then, does R’ Yohanan see fit to use a verse in Lamentations to highlight

the uniqueness of a nighttime Torah vigil? Or, reformulating the question from the opposite

perspective, how does the study of Torah at night fit the call of Jeremiah?

Previously, we had interpreted the verb rinah as raising one’s voice in mourning and elegy, and as

calling out in prayer and supplication. Jeremiah certainly wants the people to mourn for the

destruction of the Temple and to pray for the starving youth fainting in the streets of Jerusalem. For

Torah study to fit with Jeremiah’s exhortation it must fulfill these functions. Can the learning of Torah

manifest mourning and prayer?

Torah Study as Mourning

The suggestion that Torah study can manifest or fulfill mourning is, on its face, not only incorrect but

incongruous. One is prohibited from learning Torah while in mourning because it is a source of joy

(Mo’ed Katan 21a and Rashi s.v. “v-assur”). Yet, R’ Soloveitchik asserts that the learning of Torah on

Tish’ah be-Av in order to appreciate and consequences of the events on that day, is a fulfillment of

mourning:
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While the study of Torah is prohibited on Tish’ah be-Av, the study of the events that happened

on Tish’ah be-Av is not only permitted but is, in itself, a fulfillment of avelut (mourning).

Understanding what Tish’ah be-Av means – a retrospective reexperiencing and reliving of the

events it commemorates, appreciating its meaning in Jewish history and particularly the

consequences and results of the catastrophe that struck us so many years ago that it

commemorates – is identical to kiyyum avelut (a fulfillment of mourning). On Tish’ah be-Av

avelut means to understand what happened, and that understanding or intellectual analysis is

to be achieved… in the light of both Torah she-bi-khtav and Torah she-be-al peh, the Written

and Oral Law. These are our only frames of reference… (R’ Joseph B. Soloveitchik, The Lord is

Righteous in All His Ways)

R’ Soloveitchik’s approach is most appropriate for Tish’ah be-Av, the actual day of the Temple’s

destruction. On that day, we must relive the events of the destruction of the Temple and its historical

consequences of exile, antisemitism, and Holocaust. However, the ramifications of the Temple’s

destruction from a Torah perspective are much more broad and perhaps just as tragic. With the

destruction of the Temple, huge swaths of Torah lost their purpose. Hundreds of commandments were

rendered irrelevant. Most of the mishnaic orders of Zeraim (Seeds), Kodshim (Holy Things), and

Taharot (Purities) suddenly became obsolete. How do we mourn this loss? How can we reexperience

and relive a de-actualization of Torah? Where is our fulfillment of mourning for God’s word that now

has no ready audience?

R’ Yohanan sees in the lament of Jeremiah not only a call to mourn, but instructions on how to

mourn. Just like on Tish’ah be-Av we mourn via the study of Torah, so too every evening. On Tish’ah

be-Av, our mourning is concentrated on the specific events of the day and its consequences as

recorded by our Sages. The rest of the year, our mourning encompasses Torah life as a whole and its

incompleteness in a post-Temple world. On Tish’ah be-Av, specific portions of Torah allow us to relive

the destruction of the Temple and its meaning in Jewish history. The rest of the year, by exploring all

of Torah, the blueprint of Creation, we can begin to fathom the beauty of God’s actual plan for the

universe, not the shadow-world we currently inhabit. With this comprehension we can truly mourn

over the destruction of the Temple. Only through Torah can we realize our loss and mourn what we

once had.

However, R’ Yohanan goes a step further. It is not only that the learning of Torah constitutes

mourning. Jeremiah’s instruction of Torah study as the way to mourn is also an elixir.

“A song of ascents. Behold, bless God, all servants of God who stand nightly in the house of

God,” (Psalms 134:1). What does the verse mean “at night?”  R’ Yohanan says, “These are the

Torah scholars who engage in Torah at night. The verse considers them as having performed the

Temple service.” (Menahot 110a)

[1]
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The Temple may have been destroyed, its service may have disappeared. But one who studies Torah

can accrue the same merit and foster the same relationship with God as those who performed this

service.

Torah Study as Prayer

Solomon stood before the altar of God in front of the entire community of Israel and spread his

palms towards Heaven. And he said… You should turn, my God, to the prayer and supplication

of Your servant, to hear the calls (rinah) and prayer which Your servant prays before You today.

(Kings I 8:22-23, 28)

King Solomon’s address to the people of Israel at the dedication of the Temple ends with a lengthy

prayer to God. This prayer entreats God that the Temple should fulfill its divine purpose: to be the

place where all humanity turns to pray to God, and where all are assured that God has heard their

prayers. As described by King Solomon, the Temple is God’s house where those who seek go to find

answers, and those who are pained go to find comfort. Can such a connection still exist in a post-

Temple era?

Rabbi Elazar said: From the day the Temple was destroyed an iron wall separates Israel from

their Father in Heaven, as it says (Ezekiel 4:3) “And take for yourself an iron griddle, and set it

as an iron wall between yourself and the city…it will be a sign for the house of Israel.” (Berakhot

32b)

The destruction of the Temple severed the prayer channel between God and man. Obstructing open

communications with God is a wall, blocking Israel’s prayers from reaching His Heavenly abode. Can

our prayer even penetrate this wall?

The answer is no, the wall is impenetrable. Even God, as it were, can only, “Watch out the windows,

and peer through the cracks” (Song of Songs 2:9). Yet, at times, God will, as it were, tunnel through

the wall. He will frequent the synagogue and attend the communal prayer service:

Ravin bar Rav Adda said in the name of R’ Yitzḥak: From where is it derived that the Holy One,

Blessed be He, is located in a synagogue? It says: “God stands in the congregation of God…”

(Psalms 82:1). And from where is it derived that ten people who pray, the Divine Presence is

with them? “God stands in the congregation of God…” (Berakhot 6a)

When God attends communal prayer, our prayers can reach Him, and His presence can still be felt by

His people.
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At least during the day. But what about at night?  How can we feel the Divine Presence when the

synagogues are closed and the streets are empty? The Talmud addresses this as well. At night prayer

is replaced by Torah:

And from where is it derived that when even one sits and engages in Torah study, the Divine

Presence is with him? As it is says (Exodus 20:21) : “In every place where I cause My Name to

be mentioned, I will come to you and bless you.” (Berakhot 6a)

Torah study, even when isolated and alone, becomes a prayer service.  Just as God is present at the

communal prayer service, so too he is with those who study Torah. Thus, God’s plan to live amongst

His people can still be attained, and those looking to speak will even now find an open channel.

The identification of Torah study with prayer is attested to by another Talmudic statement extolling

the virtues of learning at night:

Reish Lakish said: One who occupies himself with Torah at night, the Holy One, Blessed be He,

spreads upon him a thread of grace during the day, as it says (Psalms 42:9), “By day, God will

command His grace, and at night His song (shirah) shall be with me [as a prayer to God the

guardian of my life].” What is the reason that by day, God will extend His grace? For at night His

song (shirah, referring to Torah study) is with me. (Avodah Zarah 3b)

Reish Lakish, the great student and study partner of R’ Yohanan, asserts that one who studies Torah

at night is rewarded with grace and favor. His proof text, however, does not mention Torah study

explicitly, but rather uses the word shirah, which in the context of the verse in Psalms refers to

prayer. By identifying Torah learning with shirah, Reish Lakish is informing us that Torah study at

night becomes prayer.

How does the learning of Torah constitute prayer? R’ Joseph B. Soloveitchik (Shiurim l-zekher Abba

Mori volume 2), based on the formulation of Maimonides in his Sefer Ha-Mitzvot (Aseh 5), categorizes

both Torah study at night and prayer as “service of the heart.” This concept consists of three elements

which both prayer and Torah study share. Engaging in either prayer or Torah study: (1) demonstrates

acceptance of the yoke of Heaven, (2) are modes of making requests of God,  (3) is a form of praise

to God.  I would submit that the ultimate purpose of both prayer and Torah study is to connect with

God and thus bring Him into our world. This is done in prayer by praising Him for all He has created,

by sharing with Him our hopes and dreams, and by thanking Him for all He has done and continues to

do for us. When learning Torah, we connect with God by studying the blueprint of the universe, and

thus engage in an exploration of how our world should be. Studying the blueprint declares that we

are not satisfied with the world as it is, but we desire that it fulfill God’s original design. In this way,

we implicitly ask for God to intervene and coordinate that transformation.
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In the call of Jeremiah, the word rinah, understood as prayer, is parallel to the other parts of the

verse, “pour out your heart… raise your hands…” in prayer. The prayer sought by Jeremiah is one of

pleading with God for a rebuilt Temple and a reborn Israel – in other words, a return to how the world

ought to be. Hence, the appropriateness of Torah study in answer to Jeremiah’s exhortation.

Torah Study as Repentance

Jeremiah calls on the people to mourn, to pray, to not peacefully accept the post-Temple world as the

“new normal.” However, to turn back the clock to a time when Jews could directly commune with God,

to bring His presence back into our lives, requires one more element, teshuvah (repentance). Can we

read repentance into Jeremiah’s exhortation to awaken at night? In fact, the Targum Yerushalmi does

just that in interpreting a later part of our verse, “Pour, like water, the crookedness of your heart and

return in teshuvah.” However, a hint of this can even be found in the first part the the verse, for the

word rinah also may refer to teshuvah:

R’ Eliezer said: [the Jewish] redemption from Egypt was enabled by five catalysts: troubles,

repentance, ancestral merit, mercy, and the arrival of the time to end the exile… So too, at the

end of days [Jewish] redemption will be predicated on these five catalysts… “When He hears

their call (rinah)” (Psalms 106:44), this refers to repentance (teshuvah). (Yalkut Shimoni on

Torah 827)

If rinah refers to teshuvah, as Yalkut Shimoni suggests, then we can read Jeremiah’s call at its outset

as teshuvah-oriented: Arise! Call out, raise your voice in repentance at night!

Is repentance possible in a post-Temple world? King Solomon’s address at the dedication of the

Temple characterizes the Temple as the place for one to repent and receive forgiveness for their sins:

“Should the heavens be shut and there be no rain, because they have sinned against You. Then they

pray toward this place and acknowledge Your name and repent of their sins when You answer them.

Hear in heaven and pardon the sin of Your servants, Your people Israel…” (Kings I 8:35-36). Without

the Temple the road of the repentant is a long and arduous one:

Amongst the ways of repentance are, for the penitent to continuously cry out with tears and

supplications before God, to give charity according to his means, and to greatly distance himself

from that with which he has sinned, to change his name, as if saying: “I am now another

person, and not that person who performed those deeds,” to completely change his conduct for

the good and straight path, and to exile himself from his place of residence, for exile provides

atonement for sins, because it leads him to submissiveness and to be humble and of low spirit.

(Mishneh Torah, Hilkhot Teshuvah 2:4)
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With the destruction of the Temple, it is no longer possible to present oneself before the Almighty

where He is found and simply repent. The call of Jeremiah recognizes this. To attain forgiveness one

must spend sleepless nights calling out to God, pouring out one’s heart like water and raising one’s

hands to Him in prayer.

Is there another way?

The Talmud (Yoma 86b) identifies two unequal pathways towards teshuvah: teshuvah out of fear, and

teshuvah out of love. The first method transforms willful transgressions into unintentional sins, while

the second transforms willful transgressions into merits. How can one attain teshuvah out of love?

Rabbi Hama the son of Rabbi Hanina, also said: Why are tents juxtaposed to streams, as it is

written, “As streams stretched forth, as gardens by the riverside; as aloes [ahalim] planted by

God, as cedars by the water” (Numbers 24:6)? To tell you, just as streams elevate a person

from ritual impurity to purity after he immerses himself in their water, so too tents [ohalim] of

Torah elevate a person from the judgment of guilt to that of merit. (Berakhot 15b-16a)

Rabbi Hama the son of Rabbi Hanina identifies what action can be taken to transform judgments of

guilt into that of merit: the study of Torah! This implies that one attains teshuvah out of love via the

learning of Torah. Indeed, this claim rings true, since it is via Torah study that one can come to the

love of God:

The third mitzvah is that we are commanded to love God, exalted be He. This is to understand

and closely examine His commandments, His statements, and His works, until we understand

Him; and through this understanding to achieve a feeling of ecstasy. This is the goal of the

commandment to love God. The language of Sifrei (Deuteronomy 33): For it says, “You shall

love God your Lord” (Deuteronomy 6:5), how can I come to love God? It says, “and these

words which I command you today shall be upon your heart,” (Deuteronomy 6:6) that through

this you will recognize the One Who spoke, and the world was. (Maimonides Sefer Ha-Mitzvot,

Aseh 3).

By learning Torah one comes to love God, and through the love of God one can achieve repentance –

not just any repentance, but one that turns transgressions into merits.

This analysis leads us in a full circle back to R’ Yohanan’s interpretation of rinah as Torah study. From

the time Jeremiah was a young man, his call to the people of Israel centered on one concept:

teshuvah. This was so before the destruction of the Temple and certainly must be true afterwards.

Yet, R’ Yohanan is troubled. Is true repentance possible without a Temple? Can one possibly appear

before God to beg for penitence when He is hidden? To this, R’ Yohanan answers in the positive. True

repentance is possible via the study of Torah.
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The Torah of Exile

At midnight I arise to praise You for Your just rules. (Psalms 119:62)

Rabbi Levi said: “The harp was suspended over the bed of David and when it was midnight, the

northern wind would blow and the harp would play by itself… When David heard its sound he

would arise and study Torah. When Israel heard the music, they would say, “If King David is

engaged in Torah study, then we should be all the more so!” Immediately they studied the

Torah. (Lamentations Rabbah 2:22)

Must the nighttime engagement in Torah be one of praying and repentance? Must rinah always be

twisted to refer to mourning and not rejoicing?

The above midrash, commenting on the very verse of Jeremiah’s call, informs us that Jeremiah was

not the first to wake people in the midst of the night to engage in the study of Torah. King David did

likewise, but in a different historical, sociological, and religious context. Jeremiah called out bitterly,

to shock people from their complacency after the Temple’s destruction. King David gently brought

people out of their restful slumber. Jeremiah’s anguished cries were for Torah study as mourning,

prayer, and repentance. King David’s melodious harp encouraged the Torah study of paeans and

praise of God. Jeremiah cried over Jews in exile, King David rejoiced over the Jewish golden era.

Alternatively, Reish Lakish said: One who occupies himself with Torah in this world, which is

comparable to night, the Holy One, Blessed be He, extends a thread of kindness over him in the

World-to-Come, which is comparable to day, as it says, “By day, the Lord will command His

kindness, and in the night His song shall be with me.” (Avodah Zarah 3b)

In exile, the nighttime Torah vigil is one of mourning. In the era of redemption, the era of the World-

to-Come, this Torah will become one of song and rejoicing.

Rejoicing in Exile

Can one find joy in the study of Torah even at times of darkness, even in the bitterness of exile?

Perhaps R’ Yohanan’s identification of rinah with the learning of Torah is meant precisely to

accomplish this transformation. There is no doubt that Jeremiah’s call into the darkness of night was

to arouse the people to mourning, prayer, and repentance. What else could it be at a time when God

has appeared to abandon His people and allowed his abode to be destroyed? Yet, Jeremiah invokes a

word that usually means sing and rejoice. Why? To this R’ Yohanan replies, because there is a way to

transform the suffering and pain into song and rejoicing, by learning Torah.
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Jeremiah calls on the people to mourn the loss of the Temple, Torah, and the ruin of God’s plan as to

how the world should be. Torah is the blueprint of that plan and learning Torah provides us a

substitute to the ideal of Temple service.

Jeremiah calls on the people to pray. Yet, after the destruction of the Temple, there is a wall of iron

between God and the Jewish Nation. Studying Torah brings God’s presence down to the Jewish

people, thus circumventing the wall.

Jeremiah calls on the people to repent for their sins. Yet, after the destruction of the Temple, there is

no place to go to seek God’s forgiveness. Torah study is a method of turning transgressions into

merit.

The nighttime study of Torah can be one of rejoicing even at a time of exile. The divine glory dwells

before us even in darkness. Jeremiah provided us the key to this understanding by using the word

rinah, song. For though we have lost the Temple and have been banished from our land, we still sing

the joyful song of Torah before God.

 This verse is inherently problematic as it implies that there is service to be done in the Temple at

night. While it is true that at certain times there is, in fact, some service that is either left over for

night or begins at night (R’ Amos Hakham in Da’at Mikra to Psalms suggests that the verse referred

to those who would come early to the Temple on holidays), the main part of the Temple service was

certainly by day.

 See Maharsha, Tamid 32b.

 The intertwining of Torah study and prayer is found throughout the works of our Sages. The

mishnah in Berakhot (4:2) records that “Rabbi Nehunyah ben HaKanah would offer a brief prayer

when he entered the study hall and when he left.” The Talmud in Mo’ed Katan (29a) states, “Rabbi

Levi said: One who leaves from the synagogue and goes to the study hall, and from the study hall to

the synagogue, merits to receive the Divine Presence.” Learning Torah even becomes part of our

liturgy, as with the reading of Shema, the recitation of the sacrifices, the Tosefta of R’ Yishmael’s 13

principles of derivation, and the mishnayot of the second chapter of Shabbat on Friday night. For

further examples, see R’ Joseph B. Soloveitchik in Shiurim l-zekher Abba Mori volume 2.

 R’ Soloveitchik explains that God understands each individual’s needs without the person stating

them explicitly. Learning Torah constitutes a request in which one simply throws his burden on God.

R’ Jonathan Ziring (“The Midnight Song: Nocturnal Torah Study in Solitude,” Tradition 52:1 (Winter

2020): 28) suggests that this is because engagement with Torah is a process of understanding God’s

will as expressed in our world. This is an acknowledgement that God knows what is best for everyone
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without being asked. The explanation I suggest in the text is similar, but with the emphasis on

looking for the world repaired rather than a person’s desires.

 R’ Joseph B. Soloveitchik (Shiurim l-zekher Abba Mori volume 2) demonstrates that the true

fulfillment of mourning is also done in the heart. In mourning as well we find acceptance of the yoke

of Heaven via tzidduk ha-din, Justification of God’s judgment, and praise to God via the recitation of

kaddish.

 See also R’ Daniel Z. Feldman, “The Teshuvah Beyond Teshuvah,” Rosh HaShana To-Go (Tishrei

5769): 9.

 Avraham said before God: Master of the Universe… when the Temple is not standing, what will

become of [the Jewish Nation]? God said to him: I have already enacted for them the order of

offerings. When they read them before Me, I will ascribe them credit as though they had sacrificed

them before Me and I will pardon them for all their transgressions. (Ta’anit 27b)

Yaakov S. Weinstein is a physicist at the MITRE Corporation and is the author of the Torah from Narnia blog. He can be

reached at yaakovsw@gmail.com.
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